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Diesel fuel+biodiesel blends are currently commercialized as fuel for diesel engines. The liquid fuel behaviour
in the internal combustion engine depends on the properties of the mixture components. Experimental
viscosity and refractive index of binary biodiesel+diesel fuel and biodiesel+benzene mixtures are reported
covering the whole composition range, at different temperatures from 293.15 to 323.15 K. The study was
extended to biodiesel+benzene mixtures (benzene being an aromatic hydrocarbon totally miscible with
biodiesel and diesel fuel respectively to better understand the behaviour of biodiesel+diesel fuel system.
Viscosity data were correlated with Grunberg-Nissan one parameter equation. The values of interaction
parameter (G12) from Grunberg-Nissan equation were found to be negative for both studied systems at all
investigated temperatures. Experimental viscosity and refractive index data have been used to calculate the
property deviations of biodiesel + diesel fuel and biodiesel + benzene systems, these being then correlated
by the Redlich – Kister polynomial equation. It was found that for both studied systems, the deviations in
viscosity and refractive index, respectively, are negative.
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Besides the increasing of the efficiency of energy
consuming, the current trend in the energy sector is to
replace a part of fossil sources of energy with renewable
sources. In the last years in the transport sector, a great
consuming energy sector, two renewable fuels have
penetrated the market: biodiesel and bioethanol. Biodiesel
is commercialized blended with diesel fuel, while
bioethanol is commercialized blended with gasoline. The
mixing of biodiesel with diesel fuel results in the formation
of a solution with nearly ideal behaviour [1]. In order to
understand the behaviour of such mixtures used as fuel for
internal combustion engine, their physico-chemical
characteristics have been investigated. Research was
focused on the most important properties directly affecting
the behavior of the fuel in the internal combustion engine
(viscosity, density) [2-7]. Other properties like flash point,
oxidation stability, cetane number, refractive index were
also investigated [8-16]. Viscosity of biodiesel+diesel fuel
mixtures has been extensively studied, while only a few
studies have been addressed to refractive index. Viscosity
affects the flow and spray characteristics of the liquid
mixtures. The refractive index of the pseudo-binary
biodiesel+diesel fuel mixtures can be related to other liquid
mixture properties [13,17] and also to the stage of
transesterification process for biodiesel production from a
vegetable oil and a monoalcohol [18].

Biodiesel can be obtained from a variety of animal and
vegetable oils by transesterification with a monoalcohol.
The differences in the chemical nature of biodiesel
(soybean, sunflower, palm, and so on) may cause
differences in the physico-chemical properties of the

biodiesel + diesel oil blends, affecting engine performance
and pollutant emissions [1, 19]. As a result, the knowledge
of thermodynamics and transport properties of these blends
and their dependence on composition and temperature is
very important. In this regard, the present study reports
experimental viscosity and refractive index data for
rapeseed oil biodiesel+diesel fuel and rapeseed oil
biodiesel+benzene mixtures covering the whole
composition range at different temperatures from 293.15
to 323.15 K. The study was extended to biodiesel mixtures
with benzene, an aromatic hydrocarbon totally miscible
with this renewable fuel, to better understand the behavior
of biodiesel+diesel fuel mixtures that are currently
commercialized as fuel for diesel engines.  Grunberg-
Nissan one parameter equation has been used to correlate
viscosity data of the pseudo-binary studied mixtures with
biodiesel. From the experimental data, the deviation in
viscosity (Δη) and the deviation in refractive index (ΔnD),
have been calculated. These results have been fitted to
Redlich-Kister polynomial equation.

Experimental part
Materials and methods

The biodiesel sample was synthesized in the laboratory
using rapeseed oil, according to a previously presented
procedure [17]. Diesel fuel was purchased from a local
company and benzene of 99.7 % purity was supplied by
Merck.

The binary mixtures biodiesel+diesel fuel and
biodiesel+benzene were prepared at room temperature
for various volume fractions. The mixtures were prepared
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to cover the entire composition range, with an increasing
step of 0.05 volume fraction. The experimental uncertainty
in volume fractions was estimated to be less than ±0.002.
All binary mixtures were completely miscible. Some
properties of biodiesel, diesel fuel and benzene used in this
study are presented in table 1. The properties of the
biodiesel and diesel fuel are within the limits regulated by
the EN 14214, and EN 590 standards, respectively.

The viscosity was measured using an Anton Paar SVM
3000 viscometer. This equipment is provided with a Peltier
thermostat, whose accuracy of temperature is ±0.02 °C.
The measurements for viscosity were performed at 293.15,
298.15, 303.15 K, 313.15 and 323.15 K with an accuracy of
±0.35%. The refractive indices were measured with a
temperature-controlled Atago 3T refractometer with a
reproducibility of refractive index data of 10-4. Water was
circulated into the prism of the refractometer by a
circulation pump connected to the external thermostated
water bath. The temperature of thermostated bath had an
accuracy of ± 0.05 °C. Refractive index was determined
at 298.15 K, 303.15 K, 313.15 K and 323.15 K. All
measurements were repeated three times, and the results
were averaged.

Viscosity data were correlated with Grunberg-Nissan
one parameter equation applied to biodiesel mixtures [5,
20]:

(1)

where ηm is the kinematic viscosity of the binary mixture,
η1 and η2 are the kinematic viscosities of the mixture
components, v1 and v2 are the volume fractions of the
mixture components and G12  is the coefficient.

Deviation in viscosity and deviation in refractive index
for the studied binary mixtures were obtained from
experimental viscosity and refractive index data,
respectively, for the mixture and pure components:

(2)

where ΔY is the deviation in viscosity or deviation in
refractive index, Yexp is the viscosity or refractive index,
experimentally determined  for the binary studied mixtures,
Y1 and Y2 are the viscosity or refractive index of the mixture
components.The deviations in property have been
calculated using volume fraction to express mixture’s
composition, ussually used for biodiesel blends [21].
Deviation in viscosity and deviation in refractive index of
the binary mixtures with biodiesel were fitted to the
Redlich-Kister polynominal equation:

(3)

where: Ak denotes adjustable parameters obtained by the
method of least squares, k is the degree of the polynomial.

The accuracy of viscosity estimation using Grunberg and
Nissan one parameter equation (1) was evaluated using
the absolute average deviation (AAD, %):

(4)

where AAD is the absolute average deviation, the subscripts
exp and calc represent the experimental and calculated
values, respectively, n is the number of experimental data
points.

The standard deviation (σ) values were used to obtain
the optimum number of adjustable parameters from
equation (3):

(5)

where σ is the standard deviation, n is the number of
experimental values and j is the number of coefficients.

Results and discussion
Experimental data
Experimental results of viscosity for binary biodiesel+diesel
fuel, and biodiesel+benzene mixtures, including those of
pure components, over the entire composition range
expressed by biodiesel volume fraction (v1), and for
temperature ranging from 293.15 K to 323.15 K are
presented in table 2. In table 3 the refractive index data for
binary biodiesel+benzene mixtures between 298.15 and
323.15 K are presented. Experimental results of refractive
index data for biodiesel + diesel fuel system were previously
presented [17].

In figure 1, the experimental data of viscosity variation
with both composition and temperature for biodiesel +
diesel fuel and biodiesel + benzene systems are
suggestively presented. The refractive index variation with
composition and temperature for biodiesel + diesel fuel
and biodiesel + benzene mixture respectively, is presented
in figure 2.

As seen from tables 2 and 3, the viscosity and refractive
index, respectively, of studied mixtures with biodiesel
decrease with temperature. For a given fixed temperature,
viscosity of biodiesel + benzene mixtures is smaller than
the viscosity of biodiesel + diesel fuel mixtures (fig.1). As
viscosity of biodiesel is close to that of diesel fuel and much
greater than the viscosity of benzene, it can be observed
that the influence of composition on viscosity variation is
more important for biodiesel + benzene system (fig.1b)
than for biodiesel + diesel fuel system (fig.1a). The
difference between the refractive index of mixtures
components, biodiesel, diesel fuel and benzene, is not as
important as in the case of viscosity. Therefore, it can be
mentioned that the refractive index of biodiesel is slightly
smaller than the refractive index of diesel fuel and benzene,
respectively (fig. 2). As a result, refractive index variation
of biodiesel + diesel fuel and biodiesel + benzene mixtures
with composition is less important than in the case of
viscosity.

Calculation of viscosity and deviation in viscosity
Biodiesel and diesel fuel are multicomponent system.

Taking into account  the similar structure of biodiesel (with
straight chains chains of fatty acids monoalkylesters) and
diesel fuel (with straight chains of alkanes), Benjumea
et al. [1] considered the biodiesel+diesel fuel mixture as
an ideal system. Also, the viscosity of biodiesel + diesel
fuel mixtures was predicted with Grunberg and Nissan
simplified equation, according to Tat and van Gerpen [22],

Table 1
PROPERTIES OF BIODIESEL, DIESEL FUEL, AND

BENZENE
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Table 2
EXPERIMENTAL KINEMATIC VISCOSITY VALUES (mm2/s) OF BINARY
BIODIESEL (1) + DIESEL FUEL (2) AND BIODIESEL (1) + BENZENE

(2) MIXTURES FOR TEMPERATURE RANGING FROM 293.15 K TO
323.15 K

Table 3
EXPERIMENTAL REFRACTIVE INDEX VALUES OF BINARY

BIODIESEL (1) + BENZENE (2) MIXTURES FOR TEMPERATURE
RANGING FROM 298.15 K TO 323.15 K

Fig.1. Viscosity variation with composition and temperature for
biodiesel + diesel fuel (a) and biodiesel + benzene mixtures (b)

Fig.2. Refractive index variation with composition and temperature
for biodiesel + diesel fuel [17] (a) and biodiesel + benzene

mixtures (b)

Table 4
VALUES OF INTERACTION COEFFICIENTS (G12) AND AAD (%) FROM

EQ. (1) AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES
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into account the presence of hydrogen-carbon large chains
in biodiesel and also in diesel fuel, Yuan et al. [24]
highlighted the similar structure of the two fuels. Unlike
benzene which is a non-polar aromatic liquid hydrocarbon,
presenting an orientational type order due to high
quadrupole moment [25], diesel fuel and biodiesel are
made up of large molecules bound by weakly (Van der
Waals) forces. As a result of the structure of the
components, the system of biodiesel with diesel fuel differs
from that with benzene. For the same temperature and
biodiesel content in the mixture, the deviation in viscosity
is greater for biodiesel + benzene system compared to
biodiesel + diesel fuel system (fig. 3). The negative values
of deviation in viscosity could be explained for biodiesel +
diesel fuel mixtures and similar for biodiesel + benzene
mixtures, by the existence of relatively weak inter-
molecular interactions upon mixing. The negative
deviations are consistent with the negative values of
Grunberg-Nissan interaction coefficient (table 4), also
showing weak interactions in both studied mixtures,
weaker in the biodiesel + benzene system.

Calculation of deviation in refractive index
Deviation in refractive index was calculated over the

entire composition range, from experimental values of
refractive index of biodiesel + diesel fuel and biodiesel +
benzene mixtures, using (2). The deviations in refractive
index were fitted to the Redlich-Kister polynomial equation
(3). The values of adjustable parameters Ak from (3)
together with corresponding standard deviations (σ)
calculated values are presented in table 6. The plots of
deviation in refractive index vs. volume fraction at 298.15,
303.15, 313.15 and 323.15 K for biodiesel + diesel fuel and
biodiesel + benzene mixtures are presented in figure 4.

Redlich-Kister polynomial equation can very well
represent the deviation in refractive index of biodiesel +
diesel fuel and biodiesel + benzene systems. The deviation
in refractive index was found to be negative for both studied
systems with biodiesel over the entire composition range

with errors less than 2.05% and 3.74%, depending upon
the type of diesel fuel used in the mixture, or with errors
less than 1.07%, according to Benjumea et al. [1].

In this study, in order to investigate the behavior of the
studied mixtures, the viscosity of binary biodiesel+diesel
fuel and biodiesel+benzene mixtures was calculated at
different temperatures using Grunberg and Nissan one
parameter equation (1). The values of G12 interaction
coefficients and AAD (%) values corresponding to viscosity
estimation of binar y biodiesel+diesel fuel and
biodiesel+benzene mixtures using (1) are presented in
table 4.

The accuracy of prediction of biodiesel + diesel fuel
mixtures viscosity using eq. (1) is greater than the accuracy
of viscosity prediction for biodiesel + benzene mixtures
(table 4). The values of interaction parameter (G12) from
(1) are negative for both studied systems at all investigated
temperatures and decrease with temperature. The
absolute values of G12 parameter are greater in the case of
biodiesel + benzene mixtures, for all compositions.

It is known that if the Grunberg-Nissan interaction
parameter values are positive, the interactions between
unlike molecules are strong, whereas negative values
mean weak interactions [23]. Hence, the negative values
of Grunberg-Nissan interaction parameters in studied
mixtures show weak interactions, more pronounced in the
biodiesel + benzene system. This could be explained by
the greater difference in mixture components structure in
the case of biodiesel + benzene system compared to
biodiesel + diesel fuel system.

The deviation in viscosity for the binary systems
biodiesel+diesel fuel and biodiesel+benzene, was
calculated over the entire composition range, from
experimental viscosity data using  (2) and was fitted to the
Redlich-Kister polynomial equation (3). The values of
adjustable parameters Ak from (3), together with
corresponding standard deviations (σ) calculated values
are presented in table 5. As Vural et al. [8] observed in the
case of biodiesel + benzene system, the optimum number
of adjustable parameters from (3) is equal to 4 for both
studied systems with biodiesel.

It was found that for both studied systems with biodiesel,
the Redlich-Kister polynomial equation correlates well the
experimental data. Thus the standard deviation is smaller
than 0.006% for biodiesel + diesel fuel system, and
approximately 0.02% for biodiesel + benzene system.

The plots of deviation in viscosity vs. volume fraction at
293.15, 298.15, 303.15, 313.15 and 323.15 K for biodiesel
+ diesel fuel and biodiesel + benzene mixtures are
presented in figure 3. The points represent the experimental
data and the solid line, the calculated curves with Redlich-
Kister polynomials.

The values of deviation in viscosity are negative for both
studied systems, over the entire composition range and at
all investigated temperatures (fig. 3). Negative values for
deviation in viscosity at 298.15 K and 303.15 K for biodiesel
+ benzene binary system were also reported by Vural et
al. [8]. The absolute value of deviation in viscosity
decreases with temperature for both binary studied
systems.

The deviation in viscosity is a measure of deviation from
ideality of the liquid mixtures, depending on molecular
interactions, as well as on the size and the shape of the
mixing molecules.

Biodiesel is a liquid fuel composed by numerous straight
chain monoalkylesters of fatty acids, whereas diesel fuel
is a liquid mixture of a large number of components,
especially paraffinic and naphthenic hydrocarbons. Taking

Fig.3. Deviation in
viscosity of biodiesel +

diesel fuel (a) and
biodiesel + benzene

mixtures (b) at different
temperatures:  293.15K;

 298.15 K;  303.15 K;
Δ 313.15 K;  323.15 K;

– correlation with
Redlich-Kister equation
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and at all investigated temperatures, its values descrease
with temperature. It could be observed, as in the case of
deviation in viscosity, that the values of deviation in
refractive index are greater for of biodiesel + benzene
system compared to biodiesel + diesel fuel system.
However, the values of deviation in refractive index are
much smaller than the values of deviation in viscosity for
the studied systems with biodiesel.

Conclusions
Viscosity and refractive index data of biodiesel + diesel

fuel and biodiesel + benzene mixtures were determined
with good accuracy on the whole composition range and
at different temperatures from 293.15 K to 323.15 K.

The viscosity of biodiesel + diesel fuel system is more
accurately predicted by Grunberg-Nissan one parameter
equation, than the viscosity of biodiesel + benzene system;
the values of interaction parameter from Grunberg-Nissan
equation are negative for both binary systems with
biodiesel.

For studied mixtures, the experimental deviations in
viscosity and refractive index are negative, more significant
for biodiesel + benzene system, due to larger differences
between system components structure in the case of
biodiesel + benzene compared to biodiesel + diesel fuel
mixture.
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Fig.4. Deviation in refractive index of biodiesel +
diesel fuel (a) and biodiesel + benzene (b) mixtures

at different temperatures:  298.15 K;  303.15 K;
Δ 313.15 K;   323.15 K; – correlation with Redlich-

Kister equation

Table 5
VALUES OF REDLICH-KISTER PARAMETER (EQ.3) AND STANDARD

DEVIATION, σ (mm2/s), FOR DEVIATION IN VISCOSITY AT
DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES

Table 6
REDLICH-KISTER PARAMETERS (EQ.3) AND STANDARD DEVIATION

FOR DEVIATION IN REFRACTIVE INDEX AT DIFFERENT
TEMPERATURES




